Case Study: Retail

Kiwibank/NZ Post Retail Transformation Project
Kiwibank branches are unique in many ways. First,
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Solution

•

The introduction of digital signage has been not only to create a modern
ambience, but also to inform and educate customers. A key element of the
concept is to use digital signage to create differentiation between the two
brands. The ONELAN digital signage network is managed by two separate
marketing teams, one from NZ Post and one from Kiwibank. ONELAN's
Content Management System (CMS) features detailed roles and permissions
so that each marketing team can take control of its respective part of the play
list and operate safely on the same system without disrupting the other's
activities. There are 6 Channels on the CMS managing these Retail
transformation stores.

•

Each branch has two outdoor facing high bright 46" displays that are left on at
night. The channels are shared by NZ Post and Kiwibank and are used to
promote services to passersby and attract new customers.

•

Inside each branch that has been fully refurbished are six signage players:
three the Kiwibank side and 3 on the NZ Post side. Indoor signage channels
are used to inform customers of services, special banking rates, for branding
and to convert customers. The ONELAN system also manages music
distribution through the new branches. One of the players in each of these
stores serves a dual purpose, providing audio background music instore,
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comprising 1700 songs, to further improve the customer experience. The Audio
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is connected to a two zone Amp and 4 speakers in the Post and four in the
Kiwibank side of the store, with each brand having its own wall mounted
volume control.
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Result

Kiwibank's refurbished branches are proving to be a resounding success being
much more open and managing to be both inviting and professional.

